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ALTER EGO #120
X-MEN SALUTE! 1963-69 secrets, rare ‘60s
BRAZILIAN X-MEN stories, lost ‘60s X-
Men “character sheet” by STAN LEE, ROY
THOMAS on the 1970s revival, art and
artifacts by KIRBY, ROTH, ADAMS, HECK,
FRIEDRICH, and BUSCEMA—plus the
MARVELMANIA fan club story, interview
with Golden Age writer ED SILVERMAN,
FCA, Mr. Monster, BILL SCHELLY, and
JACK KIRBY’s unused X-Men #10 cover!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Ships August 2013 

BACK ISSUE #67
“Heroes Out of Time!” Batman: Gotham by
Gaslight with MIGNOLA, WAID, and
AUGUSTYN, Booster Gold with JURGENS,
X-Men: Days of Future Past with CHRIS
CLAREMONT, Bill & Ted with EVAN
DORKIN, interview with P. CRAIG RUSSELL,
“Pro2Pro” with Time Masters’ BOB WAYNE
and LEWIS SHINER, Karate Kid, New
Mutants: Asgardian Wars, and Kang.
Mignola cover.

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Ships August 2013

BACK ISSUE #68
“1970s and ‘80s Legion of Super-Heroes!”
LEVITZ interview, the Legion’s Honored
Dead, the Cosmic Boy miniseries, a Time
Trapper history, the New Adventures of
Superboy, Legion fantasy cover gallery by
JOHN WATSON, plus BATES, COCKRUM,
CONWAY, COLON, GIFFEN, GRELL, JANES,
KUPPERBERG, LaROCQUE, LIGHTLE,
SCHAFFENBERGER, SHERMAN, STATON,
SWAN, WAID, & more! COCKRUM cover!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Ships Sept. 2013

BACK ISSUE #69
TENTH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE! Revisit the
100th, 200th, 300th, 400th, and 500th
issues of ‘70s and ‘80s favorites: Adventure,
Amazing Spider-Man, Avengers, Batman,
Brave & Bold, Casper, Detective, Flash,
Green Lantern, Showcase, Superman, Thor,
Wonder Woman, and more! With APARO,
BARR, ENGLEHART, POLLARD, SEKOWSKY,
SIMONSON, STATON, and WOLFMAN.
DAN JURGENS and RAY McCARTHY cover.

(100-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $9.95
(Digital Edition) $4.95 • Ships Nov. 2013

ALTER EGO #121
GOLDEN AGE JUSTICE SOCIETY ISSUE!
Features on JOHN B. WENTWORTH
(Johnny Thunder), LEN SANSONE (The
Atom), and BERNARD SACHS (All-Star
Comics inker), art by CARMINE INFANTI-
NO, PAUL REINMAN, MART NODELL,
STAN ASCHMEIER, BEN FLINTON, and
H.G. PETER, plus FCA, Mr. Monster, and
more! Cover homage by SHANE FOLEY to
a vintage All-Star image by IRWIN HASEN!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Ships Oct. 2013 

ALTER EGO #122
Farewell salute to the COMICS BUYER’S
GUIDE! TBG/CBG history and remem-
brances from ALAN LIGHT, MURRAY
BISHOFF, MAGGIE THOMPSON, BRENT
FRANKENHOFF, “final” CBG columns by
MARK EVANIER, TONY ISABELLA, PETER
DAVID, FRED HEMBECK, JOHN LUSTIG,
classic art by DON NEWTON, MIKE 
VOSBURG, JACK KIRBY, MIKE NASSER,
plus FCA, Mr. Monster, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Ships Dec. 2013 

COMIC BOOK CREATOR #1
Former COMIC BOOK ARTIST editor JON
B. COOKE returns to TwoMorrows with his
new magazine! #1 features: An investiga-
tion of the treatment JACK KIRBY endured
throughout his career, ALEX ROSS and
KURT BUSIEK interviews, FRANK ROBBINS
spotlight, remembering LES DANIELS, WILL
EISNER’s Valentines to his beloved, a talk
between NEAL ADAMS and DENNIS
O’NEIL, new ALEX ROSS cover, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95 
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Now shipping!
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COMIC BOOK CREATOR #3
NEAL ADAMS vigorously responds to critics
of his BATMAN: ODYSSEY mini-series in an
in-depth interview! Plus: SEAN HOWE on
his hit book MARVEL COMICS: THE
UNTOLD STORY; DENYS COWAN on his
DJANGO series; honoring CARMINE
INFANTINO; Harbinger writer JOSHUA
DYSART; Part Two of our LES DANIELS
remembrance; a big look at WHAM-O-
GIANT COMICS; ADAMS cover, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95 
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Ships Oct. 2013

COMIC BOOK CREATOR #2
JOE KUBERT double-size Summer Special
tribute issue! Comprehensive examinations
of each facet of Joe’s career, from Golden
Age artist and 3-D comics pioneer, to top
Tarzan artist, editor, and founder of the
Kubert School. Kubert interviews, rare art
and artifacts, testimonials, remembrances,
portraits, anecdotes, pin-ups and mini-
interviews by faculty, students, fans, friends
and family! Edited by JON B. COOKE.

(164-page FULL-COLOR mag) $17.95 
(Digital Edition) $7.95 • Now shipping!

BACK ISSUE #66
“Bronze Age Team-Ups”! Marvel Team-Up
and Two-in-One, Super-Villain Team-Up,
CLAREMONT and SIMONSON’s X-Men/New
Teen Titans, DC Comics Presents, Super-
Team Family, HANEY and APARO’s Batman
of Earth-B(&B), Superman/Captain Marvel
smackdowns, plus art and commentary by
BUCKLER, ENGLEHART, GARCÍA-LÓPEZ,
GIFFEN, LEVITZ, WEIN, and a classic GIL
KANE cover inked anew by TERRY AUSTIN.

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Now shipping!

DRAW! #26
JOE JUSKO shows how he creates his
amazing fantasy art, JAMAR NICHOLAS
interviews artist JIMM RUGG (Street Angel,
Afrodisiac, The P.L.A.I.N. Janes and Janes in
Love, One Model Nation, and The Guild),
new regular contributor JERRY ORDWAY
on his behind-the-scenes working process,
Comic Art Bootcamp with MIKE MANLEY
and BRET BLEVINS, reviews of artist mate-
rials, and more! Mature readers only.

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Ships Oct. 2013

ALTER EGO #119
MARC SWAYZE TRIBUTE ISSUE, spotlight-
ing FCA (Fawcett Collectors of America)!
Salutes from Fawcett alumnus C.C. BECK
and OTTO BINDER, interview with wife
JUNE SWAYZE, a full Phantom Eagle story
from Wow Comics, plus interview with
1950s Dell/Western artist MEL KEEFER,
MICHAEL T. GILBERT in Mr. Monster’s
Comic Crypt, and a SWAYZE Marvel
Family cover art from the 1940s!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Now shipping! 

KIRBY COLLECTOR #61
JACK KIRBY: WRITER! Examines quirks of
Kirby’s wordsmithing, from the FOURTH
WORLD to ROMANCE and beyond!
Lengthy Kirby interview, MARK EVANIER
and other columnists, LARRY LIEBER’s
scripting for Jack at 1960s Marvel Comics,
RAY ZONE on 3-D work with Kirby, com-
paring STEVE GERBER’s Destroyer Duck
scripts to Jack’s pencils, Kirby’s best promo
blurbs, Kirby pencil art gallery, & more!

(104-page magazine with COLOR) $10.95
(Digital Edition) $4.95 • Now shipping!
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From the Editor:
Hi there! Long time no see! It would have 
been easy to make this a photo issue about 
trains, but I really wanted to make an 
introduction to train building in this issue. 
I have been to many events and displays 
where people asked about how to build 
a LEGO train or where train sets can be 
found. For most of us, finding a LEGO train 
set isn’t as easy as it appears. Those without 
a close by LEGO store or Toys R Us  have 
something of a challenge finding sets.

This issue, I hope, will give you some inspiration and ideas for building. There 
are instructions for modifying a LEGO set to a powered train, and some advice 
on layouts from a LEGO train club. There’s also instructions to a train station if 
you already have a set that needs a building. And for those who are interested in 
something new, there’s a look at community-built monorails.

And instead of photos, there are diagrams to help you see how to build the monorails 
and train components. It’s better to show a detail than describe it, so I have featured 
as many diagrams as I can.

Have fun reading and building! I know I did!

Joe Meno, Editor

P.S. Have ideas or comments? Drop me a line at admin@brickjournal.com. I’m open 
to suggestions and comments and will do my best to reply.

P.P.S... Yes, BrickJournal has a website – www.brickjournal.com! Twitter? Yep, there 
too – http://twitter.com/brickjournal. Facebook? Yup – http://www.facebook.com/
group.php?gid=58728699914&ref=mf. Or you can scan the bottom codes with a QR 
reader!

P.P.P.S. If you want info on a subscription, you can go to: http://twomorrows.com/
index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=78&products_id=616 or scan below!
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You love Jared’s column—
now read his all-new book
on minifigure customizing!
Minifigure Customization: Populate Your World! shows you the wide range of techniques
you can use to alter the lovable LEGO® Minifigure into any character you can imagine!
BrickJournal columnist and author Jared K. Burks has created thousands of custom minifigs
over the last 13 years, and this full-color book assembles his knowledge into a series of
step-by-step tutorials on decal design and application, color alteration, custom part 
modification and creation, plus tips on minifigure displays and digital photography to
capture your custom figures in the best light—all the way through complete custom figure
creation! Essential tools are identified, plus there’s a gallery of some of the best custom
figures ever created! Don’t live inside the box—populate your world with any alien, 
superhero, historical, action, horror, or science-fiction figure you can “just imagine”!

(84-page FULL-COLOR Trade Paperback) $9.95 • (Digital Edition) $3.95
NOW SHIPPING DIRECT FROM TWOMORROWS!

TwoMorrows—A New Day For LEGO Fandom.
TwoMorrows Publishing • 10407 Bedfordtown Drive • Raleigh, NC 27614 USA • 919-449-0344 • FAX: 919-449-0327 
E-mail: twomorrow@aol.com • Visit us on the Web at www.twomorrows.com

Shipping: $2 US, $4 Canada, $7 elsewhere.

GET THE ORIGINAL DIGITAL-ONLY ISSUES OF 
BRICKJOURNAL

SORRY, BRICKJOURNAL COMPENDIUM 1, 3, AND 4 ARE SOLD OUT!
But all nine of these original digital-only issues are available online as DIGITAL EDITIONS for $3.95 each at www.twomorrows.com

BRICKJOURNAL COMPENDIUM 2

SALE: 70% OFF

(ONLY $10.49)

Before becoming a print magazine, there were nine DIGITAL-ONLY issues of BrickJournal
produced from 2005-2007, which are still available as DIGITAL EDITIONS for only $3.95 each! 

And while supplies last, the original 4th and 5th issues are available in print form in 
BRICKJOURNAL COMPENDIUM 2, a full-color trade paperback with a wealth of information
and building tips on all things LEGO®! (NOTE: These are DIFFERENT ISSUES than the current
series of print issues you’re reading.)

(224-page FULL-COLOR trade paperback) $34.95
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Community

The Idea 
Book 6000 
Experience:

Building a 
Childhood 
Dream
Article and Photography  
by Brian and Sue Ann 
Carpignano 
sabc0306-idea6000@yahoo.com
Additional Photos  
from Idea Book 6000

When I was a child in the ‘80s, I turned the pages of the LEGOLAND Idea Book (#6000) 
over and over again looking at all the great models and building ideas. I got to follow 
the photostory of two minifigures, Mary and Bill, which were pictured in the Idea 
Book. As I followed along with their adventures, the Idea Book provided building ideas 
of town, space and castle scenes. Mary, in her polka-dot shirt, and Bill, in his blue and 
white striped shirt, would be in all the scenes as their story unfolded in the pages of 
the Idea Book. The models of a snack shop, a hair salon, a grocery store, a circus, cool 
spaceships, and castles were enticing me to build. As a child, I attempted to create 
some of these models from the Idea Book. However, I had difficulty recreating many 
of them, especially the town models. My childhood collection of extra pieces did not 
allow the buildings to turn out quite right, as I did not have all the required elements, 
such as slope bricks and certain brick colors. When I decided to build the movie 
theatre pictured in the Idea Book, I used 2x4 red bricks for the roof and so I ended up 
with jagged edges. Also, since I did not have sufficient minifigure-scale windows 
and doors, I substituted them with older style windows and doors. Having lost the 
stickers to the theatre, I ended up cutting out the images of the stickers from the Idea 
Book and used scotch tape to stick them on the model.

Brian Carpignano’s initial building effort of the 
Idea Book’s movie theater.
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As time progressed, the evolution of LEGO pieces made it even more difficult 
to recreate many of the models shown in this Idea Book. Many of the older 
pieces were either no longer manufactured by LEGO or rare in the newer sets. 
However, starting a few years ago, with the internet and a marriage to someone 
who was as enthusiastic about LEGO bricks as I was, a dream was to become a 
reality. Mary and Bill’s story could be told again.

My building spree restarted about 3 or 4 years ago. My dream was launched 
with the building of Mary and Bill’s first house pictured in the Idea Book. Its 
success convinced my wife and me to continue building more of the town 
from the Idea Book. Since my wife and I were planning to attend Bricks by the 
Bay 2010, a LEGO fan convention in Fremont, California, we thought this 
house along with an entire scene could be a fun adventure to put together. We 
brought one of the town scenes to the event and received positive responses 
from the attendees as they reminisced on their younger years of LEGO 
building. Encouraged by our initial success, we began to build more of the town 
scenes. We continued making the town buildings and many of the vehicles, 
incorporating them in several shows that our local LEGO club participated 
in. We did not have a display ready for Bricks by the Bay 2011, this time in 
Santa Clara, California, but decided we could aim to have a full-fledged layout 
completed in time for the Bricks by the Bay 2012. We started planning a layout 
for the “Large Displays” category. One of the criteria for a large display was 
that it tell a story. We decided to only focus on the town scenes – our goal was 
to create a layout that would encompass all of the major town scenes so that the 
viewing public could walk around the layout in a sequential storyline, just like 
turning the pages of the Idea Book. We focused on building eleven main scenes 
from the book.

To help with the storytelling, we copied pictures from the actual Idea Book and 
created what we thought Mary may have written in her diaries while venturing 
through town. We got this storyline by viewing the smaller vignettes in the Idea 
Book. The pictures from the eleven main scenes were laminated and placed on 
stands created out of LEGO bricks. This made it possible for the convention 
attendees and the public to read Mary’s “handwritten” diaries from the 1980s 
as they walked around the display. 

Picture from our layout (left), showing our 
LEGO card stand with 2x2 bricks in the order  
of the 1964 LEGO logo (above).

In the next few pages, follow our story as we build the models of the Idea Book and 
you might discover some new building techniques and some Lego history too. 
Also, if you are like us and want to reproduce these Idea Book models as closely as 
possible, we will show some of the details as we saw it. E-mail us at  
sabc0306-idea6000@yahoo.com to tell us what you have discovered.

Driving through the hills of the layout. After 
building several of the scenes including this one, 
we discovered the Idea Book used only curve, 
straight, and T-intersection base plates. There 
was no usage of the crossroad base plates even 
though they were introduced as set number 6304 
in 1980 when the Idea Book was published. 
My guess was that the Idea Book was probably 
designed in parallel with new sets and new 
pieces, and the book was not updated in time to 
include building ideas using these newly released 
crossroad base plates/pieces. 
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For many of the models, the Idea Book did not give explicit step-by-step 
instructions. Rather, the designers gave the reader many different views of the 
models. For the snack bar we saw many red fences and four 1x4 red swinging 
gates, which were outlining the building. I had always thought there was only 
one swinging gate at the front entrance-way but the designers used three other 
swinging gates at the corners. This was a creative way of doing the corners 
without needing extra 1x1 bricks or 1x1 round bricks. Another detail to this 
model was to add 1x4 red bricks that lined the back side of the fences so that 
the yellow flowers could be placed inside these “flower pots.” 

Stickers in many of the LEGO sets 
provided the builder with additional 
detail to the models. The Idea Book 
was no exception, which came with 
many stickers. This scene shows 
stickers for the snack bar, Shell 
gas station, grocery store, and hair 
parlor. Like many of the older LEGO 
sets, these Idea Book stickers can be 
expensive in the reselling market 
but we were able to find scans of the 
original stickers on the internet and 
printed them on inkjet sticker paper. 
The best scans of the stickers that we 
found were by searching for “Idea-
Book6000” at www.brickshelf.com.

The waiter is shown holding a 1x2 white plate as 
a serving tray. The minifigure hands are able to 
grasp the edge of the plate, but to do it I needed to 
use a twisting motion to insert it in her hand.

Idea Book Photo

The snack bar as seen on the layout.
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We brought much of this scene to Bricks 
by the Bay in 2010 and added to it for the 
2012 show. Can you find a helicopter pad 
next to the hospital, a flower stand with 
a florist, and a minifigure standing in the 
garage near Mary and Bill’s house holding 
a 1x1 clear round brick? We scrutinized the 
pages for more details like those, and found 
a hint in the photo of a red arch connected to 
the white and black building. So we created 
the arch as best as we could and added an 
outside table to complement the scene. Also, 
from the front cover of the Idea Book, we found 
that this building is actually taller than what 
it first appeared to be. There are some yellow 
fences in front of this building as seen in the photo in the front cover. So, we made 
these enhancements as best as we could, extracting from what was visible. We also 
took some liberty by adding a computer terminal next to the helicopter pad, as it was 
difficult to make out if there was anything underneath the blue slope brick. My wife 
did a great job creating and cutting out a paper flame to look just like the one in the 
Idea Book, which can be seen below.

Idea Book Photo

Picture from our layout showing the computer 
terminal and heliport.
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The circus caravan with the minifig-
ure with brown hair was never used 
in the main circus scene and was only 
shown in a smaller vignette photo in 
the Idea Book. We decided to place this 
mini-scene with the circus.  See if you 
can find the caravan in the “Friday 
Afternoon, May 30, 1980” diary entry 
photo from our layout.

Idea Book Photo

In the Idea Book photostory, the creators 
gave the reader a hint that just maybe you 
might see a circus later. You can see a cir-
cus logo sticker next to the grocery store 
in the previous scene. This was a nice 
added touch of continuity to the story.

The circus scene is a great example of 
combining pieces from the Castle, Space, 
and Town themes and also including 
pieces from its own past before 1980 to 
the pieces available in 1980. Can you 
find the grey Space wing-pieces used 
for the circus stage and castle minifig-
ure helmets? The stage backdrop also 
used blue train tracks for support and 
to give it a unique design. This was 
the time before the 9V train system 
and when grey tracks were just start-

ing. When I was younger I had only seen grey 
tracks and didn’t know about the blue color, but several LEGO sets besides 

train sets had this color released before 1980. 

Before the movable minifigures that we have today and in 1980, LEGO created 
minifigures that didn’t have movable arms or legs. The circus scene has a mixture of 
minifigures with movable limbs and older minifigures with non-movable limbs. You 
can miss this if you just glance at the scene. Also, there are a few minifigures in the 
scene that had a white pigtail hairpiece. We found on Bricklink’s database from 1980 
and before that this white hairpiece only came in sets “365 Wild West Scene” (re-
leased in 1975) or “1062 Town Vehicles” (1980). After 1980, one other set that had this 
white hairpiece was the 1982 “1066 36 Little People+Accessories” set.

Above: The black vent for one of the circus cars 
is actually a 2x3 plate with a helicopter rotor 
holder.
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In the 1980s, LEGO created 2x2 bricks 
that could light up, which were 
powered by 4.5V batteries. The small 
building with the blue roof is actu-
ally a battery box to illuminate the 
taxi transparent building sign and 
the inside of the taxi building. Also, 
lights were placed inside the wind-
mill hotel.

This scene also showed a colorful set of international flags lining the street. The flags are white flag pole 
pieces with stickers for each country. The stickers did not come with the Idea Book and came with an 
old accessory set 940. You can find scans of the flag stickers at Bricklink by searching for set 940.

Idea Book Photo

Building the windmill hotel was 
extremely fun. The hardest part of 
the building was the roof since the 
photographs in the Idea Book did not 
show you a top-down view. The roof 
is dome-shaped and built with stag-
gering red bricks.
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Bill and Mary continue their journey 
and find a new house, which is near 
a shipping yard. The white building 
on the left looks like it could have a 
1x8 white brick for the building sign 
on the flat blue roof, but there is no 
sticker on the brick for a sign! We also 
did the same and because there were 
no views of the back of the buildings, 
we took some liberty on the how the 
inside would work with the pulleys 
and string, which are shown below.

Idea Book Photo

Besides the ships and buildings, this 
scene has some very clever vehicle 
builds. We especially like the “clas-
sic” look of the yellow car that uses 
two yellow 1x2 window pieces for 
the windshield. Also, this same car 
uses 1x1 red tiles for the headlights. 
The red tiles are standing vertical in 
between 2 studs.
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Idea Book Photo

The Idea Book does a fairly good job in providing the reader with some simple 
examples of creating minifig scale furniture, such as the piano. The piano keys 
are actually a sticker on top of two 1x2 white tiles and the base is a 2x4 black 
brick with holes on the side (which normally was used for old-style wheels). 
The small toaster oven was actually hard to figure out in terms of the placement 
of the 1x1 round blue transparent piece. We decided to put the 1x1 round blue 
transparent piece in the back corner on top of a 1x1 while plate. For the remain-
ing top surface we used a 1x1 white and 1x2 white tile.

Also, we noticed a shovel next to 
the appliance/tool shop was inside 
a container. The best that we could 
tell, this might have been two 2x2 
red bricks stacked and turned upside 
down. It does not attach to the base-
plate, but could be a simple container 
to hold the tools.
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In the inside of Bill’s workplace, the 
designers added some nice details. 
The instructions for the machine-
shop factory in the Idea Book showed 
you how to make a drill press and a 
grinding wheel or lathe. In making 
the grinding wheel, it looks like the 
designers used the 1x4 black wheel 
piece and added a 1x1 round brick 
for the handle. You can see how we 
did it here photographing from a dif-
ferent perspective. Idea Book Photo

The tractor also was difficult to make out just right. The engine is not clearly 
shown. For the exhaust pipe we used a third 1x1 black round brick in-between 
two yellow plates on the side of the tracker, in addition to the two on top. On 
the other side we left it open with a 1x2 tile since from the original design this 
area appeared to be open.
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The build for the school house con-
sumes a lot of red bricks – make sure 
you have plenty. You will also notice 
that the baseplates with the sand dunes 
are from the classic space sets. We will 
give you a few more things to think 
about which may or may not be the 
way the designers did it, as there is no 
way to tell from the limited pictures. 
For the slide we decided to make use 
of inverted black slope bricks to create 
steps up to the top of the slide, and 
used 1x2 slopes for the hand-rails. In 
order to keep the minifigures in place 
we used 1x2 plates at specific places 
to stick the minifigures on the slide 
while we used yellow tiles for the 

rest of the slide. There is a hint in the 
Idea Book that the designers used a red 
hinge plate to angle the slide. This is 
what we did as well. 

Idea Book Photo

The white building in the back-
ground was very difficult to figure 
out the actual size of. We ended up 
making this building with a 12x6 
stud footprint, basing it on the length 
of the yellow fences and the blue 
rooftop.
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Idea Book Photo

Besides Bill holding a tire with one 
hand, I think my favorite piece usage 
in this scene is the street worker’s 
trashcan. The build for the small 
trashcan with wheels is 100% in-
verted! The clear slope brick is placed 
upside down on a plate that is upside 
down on an upside wheel piece. This 
particular slope brick did not have 
any tubes on the bottom – a perfect 
trashcan!

We noticed that most of the 1x1 round 
bricks in the Idea Book have a solid 
stud design. That is, the stud on top 
of the round brick didn’t have a hole. 
LEGO sets produced during this time 
were starting to use the hollow stud 
design. In the Idea Book the designers 
made use of this difference for the race 
car that was inside the repair shop. 
It used both a solid and hollow stud 
designs – this is a nice added detail to 
have one of the hollow studs act as an 
open exhaust pipe.
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Idea Book Photo

I am not aware of any airport sets 
produced before 1980 but this idea for 
an airport provided a great addition 
to the LEGO Town theme. We had a 
blast in creating another scene that 
combined both Space and Town spe-
cialized pieces. All the wings for the 
airplanes came from the classic space 
sets that were available at the time. 
Also, the baseplates shown in the 
photo were mainly used for the space 
sets, but now we are shown a new 
use. The “LL924” piece that you see 
in the hanger was from a classic space 
ship set Space Cruiser and was set 924 
in Europe and set 487 in the US.

The designers use the blue train 
track very effectively as poles for the 
airport lights. The minifigures are not 
holding the suitcase accessory, but 
rather 1x1 tile pieces as the suitcase 
had not been produced yet. 

One last minute addition that we did at the show itself was to add a few of the 
trans-clear bar pieces so that we could have the red propeller airplane fly as 
shown in the Idea Book’s photo. This piece was not available in 1980 and so was 
not shown in the Idea Book, but we think it made our display more complete.
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This model for a movie theater has so 
many interesting ideas. Hinge bricks 
are used to open the building for 
play. With it open you can discover 
a phone booth and a ticket-man with 
a swing gate that uses a 2x2 swivel 
base. 

Also, this is when I discovered that 
LEGO had different designs for the 
1x4x5 door with 4 panes. The door 
design used in the Idea Book looks 
like it can swing 360 degrees. This is 
clearly shown for the movie theatre. 
A newer (and improved design in my 
opinion) was one that prevented the 
door from pushing inward.

The movie theater also has a classic spaceman without an 
air tank viewing the movie -- a white helmet and white 
hands are visible. This is kind of ironic since they are 
watching a classic space movie!

Idea Book Photo
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Our layout got larger than we thought as we started to create mountains and 
hills with LEGO bricks to reproduce from what looks like cardboard cutouts 
that the LEGO designers used for the background of the different scenes. We 
decided to use two green tones for the mountains as most of the photos from 
the Idea Book had mountains with two colors. We chose lime green (light green) 
and regular green bricks to create the mountains. These mountain ranges were 
a great aid in transitioning and sectioning off the scenes. Our mountains were 
not solid; rather, we used pillars made out of multi-colored bricks as support 
structures. The green mountain facade was built with jagged edges to show 
depth and curvature. 

At the “2012 Bricks by the Bay” convention in Santa Clara, California, we 
received positive responses for our creation. We decided to show pictures of the 
inside of the buildings and other details on a computer monitor. The pictures 
were so vivid that one of the public viewers asked if we had small cameras in 
our display but we let him know that these were taken ahead of time. One of 
our own bloopers was that we lost one of Mary and Bill’s convertible cars. We 
later found it inside one of our mountains after we came back home. During 
the show we had enough convertibles for the display, and so this was not a 
big deal. We were pleased to win the “Best Story-Telling” award in the “Large 
Displays” category.

We hope you enjoyed seeing Mary and Bill traveling through town again and 
that we have enlightened you on how LEGO designers created one of the best 
Idea Books of all time. This Idea Book is our favorite and in the near future we 
hope to continue to retell Mary and Bill’s adventures in space and their visit to 
the medieval era. You can unpack your classic LEGO bricks and tell the story 
again too. 

And if you are in the Bay Area, come to the 2013 Bricks by the Bay convention 
to see even more great models. Public viewing day is on August 11, 2013 and 
the full convention is from August 9-11, 2013. Go to www.bricksbythebay.com 
for more details.
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Building 

Minifig Customization 101:

Customizing 
Your “Friends”
by Jared K. Burks 

Hello all, as some of you might know I have a 4-year-old daughter, Branwen. She 
is always following me into my LEGO space and has started to “build” her own 
custom figures. Her interest in my hobby is quite endearing; as she builds her figures 
she even gives them a detailed backstory. Because she has been helping me make 
custom figures, I decided to make a special figure for her. Therefore, for this issue I’ll 
demonstrate how I made her custom figure of choice. Branwen asked for Tinker Bell 
from the Disney Fairy films. 

When I started thinking about this project and how I was going to capture Tink, I 
immediately went to the LEGO series 8 Collectible Minifigure Fairy. In this figure 
LEGO has given me wings, similar hair, and a skirt (which leaves me to wonder 
about the inspiration for this figure, but I digress). So I asked myself how the figure 
I was going to create would be significantly different from the LEGO S8 Fairy. I 
wanted some time to think about the creation I wanted to make for my daughter, so 
I watched a Tinker Bell film with her. The longer I watched, the more I came to the 
realization that the LEGO Friends figures would be perfect to capture Tinker Bell. The 
proportions are nearly identical (large head, small body, thin arms, etc.) to the Tinker 
Bell Disney Fairy (as portrayed in the film) character, with the only variance from the 
shape and style between the two being the feet. In the film, Tink’s feet are extremely 
tiny, whereas Friends figures have huge feet to accept a LEGO stud. This is a fixed 
structure that I can’t alter, so I will have to work with the feet LEGO has given the 
figure. There are four major regions that need to be worked on to convert a Friends 
figure into Tinker Bell: 1. Custom or modified hair, 2. Adding fairy ears, 3. Custom 
paint or decal for clothes, and 4. Wings. 

Want more of Jared K. Burk’s amazing 
minifigure customization ideas? Don’t 
miss Minifigure Customization: 
Populate Your World! (available 
now at www.twomorrows.com) and 
its just-announced sequel (shipping in 
November 2013).
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Hair 
The first thing to create is Tinker Bell’s signature hair style. As I noted above, LEGO 
has given me the foundation for a Tinker Bell hairstyle in the Series 8 Fairy. I could 
have also used the Top Knot Bun as a foundation (found in several of the collectible 
Minifigures including the Sumo Wrestler and the Kimono Girl). However these 
have minimal details, so I started with the Fairy Hair (Top Knot Bun and Forelock). 
Using a rotary tool, I sanded off the forelock (bangs) from the front of the hair piece. 
I then added clay to the front to make the hair piece look more like Tinker Bell’s 
hair. I sculpted in several flowing bangs to make it look a bit windswept; she does 
fly around all the time, after all. 

Ear Transplant
After I got the front of the hair correct, 
I started closely looking at pictures 
of Tinker Bell. She is a fairy with 
pointy ears, which could be created 
by sculpting them. I really wanted my 
figure’s hairpiece to blend in with other 
LEGO hairpieces, so I started examining 
the mythological figures LEGO has 
been creating in the Lord of the Rings 
and Collectible Minifigure Themes. 
Orc and Cyclops ears were either too 
large or the wrong shape. Elf/werewolf 
ears were perfect, but how would I 
get the ear off one of the elf/werewolf 
hair pieces and on to the one I created? 
Well, this is a simple trick: I just need 
an ear mold. I demonstrated this 
technique before with one of my articles 
on sculpting hair. Simply take some 
clay, mash it into the part you want to 
mimic, gently remove it from the part, 
and cure in the oven. Once cured and 
the heat has dissipated, simply take 
some clay and mash it into this tiny mold, remove the excess, and then ever so 
gently remove the uncured clay from the mold. This perfectly replicates the elf/
werewolf ear, which can then be gently added to the Tink hair I have created. 
Adding the ear with this technique will cause it to stick out a bit in relation to the 
hair, so it will have to be sanded down after cured. After the part is completed, 
I give it a light spray with a high-gloss paint to fill any imperfections so that 
the cast part is shiny. This new part with the bangs and ears added can now be 
molded and cast. As there is very little clay in the ears it is very likely that they 
will be destroyed in the molding process, which is exactly what happened when 
I did it and why the ear is broken in the photo. Spend the time to design the mold 
appropriately so you don’t destroy all your hard work. If the mold is wrong, you 
will have to recreate the ear all over again. For more information on molding and 
casting, see the earlier article in BrickJournal on the subject. 

Top: Clay applied over hairpiece and prototype ear. Right: Mold made of ear and hairpiece. Bottom: Ear sculpt 
from clay.

Hairpiece reworked for Tinker Bell’s hair.
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Painting the Figure
There are two ways to change the outfit that the Friends character is wearing: water-
slide decals or paint. Since Tinker Bell has a reasonably simple outfit I decided to use 
paint, since it is more hard-wearing. I looked over all the various Friends figures to 
find the one with the best skirt option for Tinker Bell and decided to use Mia with the 
lavender skirt. To alter the color of the top, I had to Brasso a portion of the top of the 
figure. This was done with a q-tip dipped in Brasso; recall Brasso is a micro abrasive 
that will remove printing from LEGO elements. Once this top region was removed I 
cut painter’s tape into long thin strips. I used these strips to mask out regions I didn’t 
want to paint. For the legs it was much simpler, I masked out the legs, but not the 
shoes or the skirt. I did mask out the connection spots between the hips and the skirt 
as I wanted the figure to bend normally. After masking the figure I spray-painted, 
first with a primer, as I don’t want the figure color or the printing on the figure to 
affect the final color. After allowing the primer to dry, I sprayed with a bright green 
spray paint. This results in an even and smooth finished to the figure. After this 
coat has dried, I clear-coated with a gloss protective finish. The Friends figure is now 
starting to look like Tinker Bell. This same masking technique could be used on any 
other LEGO element to alter the color of a small region. 

Finishing Tink
The final items to create to finish this figure were the wings. These were made 
simply to keep the figure looking ethereal. The same plastic I use in vacuum 
forming (previous article) was used to create the wings, which is 0.020” 
thermoforming plastic. Honestly, any clear plastic sheet would work; you could 
even cut up toy packaging as long as it is big enough. I cut the wing shape out and 
sanded the edges. By sanding the edges this makes the edge catch the light a bit 
better, since it is rough and scatters the light. This functions to highlight the edge 
of the wing. I then glued, using cyanoacrylate (superglue), the lower wing onto the 
upper and then glued the wing assembly onto a center support. I glued a post to 
the center support. I drilled a small hole in the back of the figure to accept the post. 
I then added glue to the hole and inserted the post. This strengthens the bonds 
between the wings and the figure. 

Time for the bling: any true fan of Tinker Bell knows that both Tink and her twin 
sister like to place cotton balls on their shoes. Therefore, to finish the figure off I 
painted the tips of LEGO antennas white (recall I previously used this same part 
to create my clown noses for the Clown Commandos) and cut the ball portion off 
and glued it to the Friends figures feet. This helped minimize the large size of the 
Friends feet versus the character. 

I now have an ecstatic daughter who is asking for Periwinkle (Tinker Bell’s twin 
sister). I am starting to see that this might snowball and I might end up creating a 
whole circle of Disney Fairies in Friends form. There are, after all, 15 major Fairies 
listed on Disney’s website (with 8 reoccurring in multiple films). Here is a hint, 
LEGO: little girls like LEGO Friends and Disney Fairies! 

Minifig Customization 101 – Collectible Minifigure Series

You can go to Jared’s webpage  
by going to  
http://www.fineclonier.com/ 
or scanning this QR code!

Next Time:

Tinker Bell completed.

 A. Demonstrates the masking of the figure.  
B. Parts after paint is applied via rattle can.
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*Make sure to type in "BrickJ30050" 
for 30050 or “BrickJ30012” for 30012
in the special instructions during the check out to receive this special offer

Free LEGO® Polybag with $50 purchase*

Best Selection of LEGO® Collectibles & LEGO® Sets

facebook.com/ChowrenToys
for amazing deals

and giveaways

LEGO fans: 
You Can Build It!
YOU CAN BUILD IT is a new ongoing series of instruction
books on the art of LEGO® custom building, from the 
producers of BRICKJOURNAL magazine! Spinning off
from BrickJournal’s popular “You Can Build It” column,
these FULL-COLOR books are loaded with nothing but
STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS by some of the top custom
builders in the LEGO fan community. BOOK ONE is for
beginning-to-intermediate builders, with instructions for
custom creations including Miniland figures, a fire engine,
a tulip and spacefighter (below), a street vignette, plus

miniscale models from “a galaxy far, far
away,” and more! BOOK TWO is for 
intermediate-to-advanced builders, with even more detailed projects to tackle, including advanced Miniland figures, a
miniscale yellow castle, a deep sea scene, a mini USS Constitution, and more! So if you’re ready to go beyond the
standard LEGO sets available in stores and move into custom building with the bricks you already own, this ongoing
series will quickly take you from novice to expert builder, teaching you key building techniques along the way!

(84-page FULL-COLOR Trade Paperbacks) $9.95 • (Digital Editions) $3.95

BOTH BOOKS ARE NOW AVAILABLE! 
BUNDLE EITHER BOOK WITH THE PARTS FOR

THE TULIP AND SPACEFIGHTER SETS FOR $20!

TwoMorrows—A New Day For LEGO Fandom.
TwoMorrows Publishing • 10407 Bedfordtown Drive • Raleigh, NC 27614 USA • 919-449-0344 • FAX: 919-449-0327 
E-mail: store@twomorrowspubs.com • Visit us on the Web at www.twomorrows.com
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You Can Build It 
MINI Model

Design and Instructions  
by Christopher Deck

Micro Monorail 
System

Hello everybody! I am glad to join you again for the new 
issue of BrickJournal! To join with the issue’s main theme 
– trains – it is my pleasure to present a micromonorail 
system to you. The working principle of this system is the 
interaction between the modified brick 2x4/1x4 with 2 
recessed studs and side arches (BrickLink parts number 
52038) and the 1x4x1 garden fence (BrickLink parts 
number 3633). The latter part exactly slides in the gap of 
the modified brick. Using this technique we can build an 
unlimited number of train designs. The instructions for 
one of these possible example designs are presented below. 
One drawback of the system shown is that it is difficult to 
build curves with it. But this does not make it less valuable 
for transportation systems in any microcity layout, present 
and future ones. I hope you will enjoy this technique and 
will build your own micromonorail for your micro scene 
setups. Take care an see you next time!

Yours, Christopher Deck

A closer look at how 
the train rests on the 
lattice panel.
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 Qty Color Part Description
 8 Black  6141.dat Plate 1 x 1 Round
 6 White 3023.dat Plate 1 x 2
 4 White 32028.dat Plate 1 x 2 with Door Rail
 1 Red 3832.dat Plate 2 x 10
 8 Dark-Bluish-Gray 61409.dat Slope Brick 18  
       2 x 1 x 2/3 Grille
 2 Dark-Bluish-Gray 47457.dat Slope Brick Curved  
       2 x 2 x 2/3 Triple 
       with Two Top Studs
 6 White 2412b.dat Tile 1 x 2 Grille  
       with Groove

Rear Engine
 Qty Color Part Description
 2 White 52038.dat Bracket 2 x 4 x 2/3  
       with Front Studs
 1 White 3005.dat Brick 1 x 1
 1 White 2921.dat Brick 1 x 1 with Handle
 4 White 87087.dat Brick 1 x 1 with Stud  
       on 1 Side
 2 Trans-Black 3065.dat Brick 1 x 2  
       without Centre Stud
 4 Black 6141.dat Plate 1 x 1 Round
 2 White 3023.dat Plate 1 x 2
 2 Trans-Red 3023.dat Plate 1 x 2
 2 White 32028.dat Plate 1 x 2 with Door Rail
 1 Red 3795.dat Plate 2 x 6
 2 White 61409.dat Slope Brick 18  
       2 x 1 x 2/3 Grille
 4 Dark-Bluish-Gray 61409.dat Slope Brick 18  
       2 x 1 x 2/3 Grille
 1 Trans-Black 3039.dat Slope Brick 45 2 x 2
 1 Dark-Bluish-Gray 47457.dat Slope Brick Curved  
       2 x 2 x 2/3 Triple  
       with Two Top Studs
 1 Dark-Bluish-Gray 47456.dat Slope Brick Curved  
       2 x 2 x 2/3 with Fin  
       and 2 Studs
 2 White 2412b.dat Tile 1 x 2 Grille  
       with Groove

 Rail
Qty Color Part Description
 2  Reddish-Brown 64288.dat Cone 1 x 1 with Stop
 3 Green 6039.dat Cone 2 x 2 x 1  
     & 2/3 Octagonal
 16 Dark-Bluish-Gray 3633.dat Fence Lattice 1 x 4 x 1
 4 Bright-Green  3035.dat  Plate 4 x 8
 4 Dark-Bluish-Gray 41539.dat Plate 8 x 8
 4 Light-Bluish-Gray 3037.dat Slope Brick 45 2 x 4
 6 Light-Bluish-Gray 4445.dat Slope Brick 45 2 x 8

Front-Engine
Qty. Color  Part Description
 2 White 52038.dat Bracket 2 x 4 x 2/3  
     with Front Studs
 1 White 3005.dat Brick 1 x 1
 1 White 60475.dat Brick 1 x 1  
     with Clip Vertical
 4 White 87087.dat Brick 1 x 1 with Stud  
     on 1 Side
 2 Trans-Black  3065.dat  Brick 1 x 2  
     without Centre Stud
 4 Black 6141.dat Plate 1 x 1 Round
 2 White 3023.dat Plate 1 x 2
 2 Trans-Yellow 3023.dat Plate 1 x 2
 2 White 32028.dat Plate 1 x 2 with Door Rail
 1 Red 3795.dat Plate 2 x 6
 2 White  61409.dat Slope Brick 18  
     2 x 1 x 2/3 Grille
 4 Dark-Bluish-Gray 61409.dat  Slope Brick 18  
     2 x 1 x 2/3 Grill
 1 Trans-Black 3039.dat Slope Brick 45 2 x 2
 1 Dark-Bluish-Gray 47457.dat Slope Brick Curved  
     2 x 2 x 2/3 Triple  
     with Two Top Studs
 1 Dark-Bluish-Gray 47456.dat Slope Brick Curved  
     2 x 2 x 2/3 with Fin  
     and 2 Studs
 2 White  2412b.dat  Tile 1 x 2 Grille  
     with Groove

Middle Wagon
 Qty Color Part Description
 4 White 52038.dat Bracket 2 x 4 x 2/3  
     with Front Studs
 1 White 60475.dat Brick 1 x 1  
     with Clip Vertical
 1 White 2921.dat Brick 1 x 1 with Handle
 8 White  87087.dat Brick 1 x 1 with Stud  
     on 1 Side
 6 Trans-Black  3065.dat Brick 1 x 2  
     without Centre Stud
 3 Dark-Bluish-Gray 30165.dat Brick 2 x 2  
     with Curved Top  
     and 2 Studs on Top

Parts List (Parts can be ordered through Bricklink.com by 
searching by part number and color)
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Building

The LEGO ® The 
Lone RangerTM 
Constitution Train 
Chase:

Building a 
Steam Train 
the LEGO 
Way!
Article by Joe Meno
Photography provided by the 
LEGO Group

A new set that is almost an ideal starter set for a LEGO® train enthusiast is the 
79111 Constitution Train Chase. At 699 pieces and a price point of 99.99 USD, 
this set has a complete train (a steam train, no less), off-track items and track 
for a full loop. However, what it doesn’t have is a motor. BrickJournal talked to 
Marcos Bessa (set designer and previously a LEGO fan) to find out a little more 
of the design decisions that had to be made on the set.

BrickJournal: What were the original objectives of the Lone Ranger train set? 
Marcos Bessa: Rather than with just the train itself, with the whole line we tried 
to deliver the best play experience in a true and exciting western environment. 
Disney, our IP (intellectual property) partner for this project, were extremely 
open to our ideas on how to tweak the models to make them the greatest toys 
we could, while incorporating and building in exciting scenarios from the Lone 
Ranger and Tonto’s adventures. The train wasn’t an exception. A western movie 
always has a steam train. The Lone Ranger has a couple, each with its own 
design, but I decided to go for the one with the most iconic western feel to it in 
my opinion, staying quite true to the overall look of the locomotive and the coal 
wagon. Everything else in the set though was added out of our imagination, 
combining several elements of the plot and taking inspiration from different 
scenes in order to get the coolest train action scene possible in one single shot!

Were there plans for motorizing the set? 
Definitely. I must say that most of the time invested in developing this product 
was actually used investigating all possibilities of motorizing this set. The 
problem is that the same way that building as a fan allows me to use elements 
in ways that an official product will never see when it comes to motorizing a 
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toy, or a train in specific. The LEGO 
company has very strict quality 
control. Solutions that work perfectly 
in the AFOL scenario simply don’t 
fulfill the quality criteria and building 
restrictions that the company has 
established (i.e. “illegal techniques”). 
I worked extremely hard to come 
up with several different options 
of what could be incorporated into 
the train and this set – looking into 
track solutions, magnets, action 
features, motorization, and of course 
incorporating all the exciting key 
characters from the movie itself. We 
simply couldn’t include all of these 
design aspects into the one model, 
and had to prioritize which were the 
most important in this case. As we 
are basing this particular train on 
a movie, which of course is packed 
with great characters, stunts and 
action effects, that was where we 
chose to focus with this item and 
treat it more as a play-set. This was 
a conscious choice for the kids, 
knowing that the more avid adult 
LEGO fans would definitely be able 
to find their own solutions capable 
of fulfilling their specific needs and 
wishes. 

What are you most happiest with in 
the set? 
The locomotive! Definitely my 
favorite part of it! I had never built a 
LEGO train before. I have never even 
paid much attention to LEGO trains 
or model train kits before. I guess I 
can say I’m just not a train person – 
though I take it quite often to travel. 
But like most of the sets I get the luck 
to work on, I challenged myself on 
something new and that is always 
really exciting.

An early sketch model of the locomotive. At this 
point, the body is defined by 4x4 round bricks and 
plates. Also the forward truck (wheel segment) 
appears to be roughly the same size of the Power 
Functions train motor, which would have made a 
conversion an easy modification. 

Getting on 
Track with the 
Constitution 
Train:  
LEGO® Model 
Sketches!

29
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How long and how many versions did 
you have to build to finalize the set? 
It’s really hard to tell how much 
time I’ve put on the development 
of a set, because I’m never working 
only on one at a time. This one, 
for instance, was developed at the 
same time as the 76009 (Superman®: 
Black Zero Escape) and my biggest 
set to date (a direct set coming out 
later this year). But I’d say it took 
something around two-and-a-half 
months from the first sketch to the 
final design change, having most of 
the time been used on investigating 
motorization possibilities. I have 
kept a couple of sketch models of the 
locomotive along the way, but there 
were definitely many more copies 
in between. But these were the ones 
with the most significant changes. 
The other sections of the model (other 
wagons, water tower, etc.) didn’t 
have to go through as many loops.

A later sketch model of the locomotive. The body is 
closer to the final, with many of the touches that 
are on the set, including the front round plate and 
general cab design. 

30
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You Can Build It 
Model

Design and Instructions by Joe Meno

Powering the 
LEGO® The Lone 
RangerTM Train
As mentioned in the previous article, the Lone Ranger 
Constitution Train Chase is almost a perfect starter set for those 
wanting a train, except that it has no motor. As a result, the set 
is a very nice display, but cannot move on its own – it’s a push 
train. 

It is possible to power the train, with some extra parts and 
some planning. Here is one way to make a working train 
without too many additional parts. The current LEGO® train 
system uses the following Power Function components and 
can be found on LEGO.com:

• A Power Functions IR Speed Remote Control 
 (part# 8879, $12.99 USD)

• A Power Functions IR Receiver 
 (part# 8884, $14.99 USD)

• A Power Functions AAA Battery Box 
 (part# 88000, $12.99 USD)

• A Power Functions Train motor 
 (part# 88002, $12.99 USD)

What is optional for this model is:

• Power Functions Extension Wire 
 (part# 8871, $3.99 USD)

• A Power Functions Rechargeable Battery Box 
 (part# 8878, $49.99 USD)

• A Power Functions Transformer/Charger 10VDC 
 (part# 8887, $24.99 USD)

The rechargeable battery is a good option to consider, as 
the battery is lighter than a box of AAA batteries and can be 
recharged. 

Finally, you will need some extra parts, as you will be 
replacing much of the coal car bottom with the PF train 
motor and extending the car 2 studs. This expansion is not 
that hard to do and takes a minimum of parts.
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Qty Color Part Description
 2 Black 3710.dat Plate 1 x 4
 2 Light-Bluish Gray 2871a.dat Electric Train Motor  
       RC/PF Decorative Side
 2 Dark-Bluish Gray 3795.dat Plate 2 x 6
 2 Dark-Bluish Gray  3460.dat  Plate 1 x 8
 4 Dark Green 3004.dat Brick 1 x 2
 2 Dark Green 3010.dat Brick 1 x 4
 2 Black 3068b.dat Tile 2 x 2
 2 Black 3070b.dat Tile 1 x 1
 1 Light-Bluish Gray 3022b.dat Tile 2 x 2

Parts List (Parts can be ordered through Bricklink.com by 
searching by part number and color)

The important part of this project is the placement of the 
motor. After building the set and looking at some options, 
the easiest way to convert the train to run would be to 
build the motor into the coal tender and hide the battery in 
the jail car. The coal tender would be 2 studs longer than 
the car in the set, so extra parts will be needed. 

Take apart the set coal car and rebuild as seen in the 
following instructions:
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NOTE: The IR receiver’s wire will 
wind beside the receiver and out 
the rear of the coal car in step 11.
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NOTE: The Power  
Function’s train motor 
has a wire that should be 
toward the front of the 
coal car.
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Wiring the Train
Wiring the motor to the battery can be done by placing a 2 
x 2 plate on the floorplate of the gatling gun car as shown 
below, then placing the electric cord (shown in red) on the 
plate. The Power Functions extension cord (shown in blue) 
is attached on top, then threaded inside (by going between 
the bar and log elements) and attached to the battery box.

For the wire, the middle 1 x 2 log light bluish gray 
bricks on the ends will have to be removed. The 
jail car only requires the removal of the cell door 
to make room for the battery. The battery is two  
studs from the front wall to allow room  
for the extra cord.

An alternate method that would eliminate the extension 
cord would be to change the order of the cars so the jail car 
is in the middle behind the coal car. In this case, the cord 
from the coal car will be long enough to thread like the 
above version to the battery.

In both cases, make sure there is some slack in the cord to 
allow flexibility for turns. After that, you’re ready to roll!

NOTE: The wire to the train motor connects to 
the IR receiver’s plug – choose the blue or red, 
and make sure that your controller is set to the 
same frequency, which is on a switch on the back 
of the receiver (1-4). You control the train by  
using the red or blue dial, matching the plug you 
used on the receiver.

All the extra wire can be stored in the coal car. 

The wire from the receiver will trail out the rear 
of the car and connect to the extension wire from 
the battery case, as seen on the graphic below.
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You Can Build It 
Model

Design and Instructions  
by Joe Meno

Train 
Station

Here’s a model any train layout should have: a train 
station. The presently available LEGO train station (#7937) 
has a couple of platforms and an overpass for people 
to cross a busy track. Before that, a LEGO station was 
released in 2007 that was a bit larger, but was mostly a 
platform with a roof. 

I did some research online looking at images of rail 
stations and found that the small train terminal  is 
something that is seen in the US. Larger terminals are 
more common in Europe, and for a builder, a very 
daunting challenge to plan and build. 

This model is based on a small-town station, with a 
pretty basic design for you to start building. The 
roof can be removed to show the interior, but 
the floor plan is open to allow you to build 
and modify it as you want. The color is 
also changeable, so it could be blue, 
tan, yellow, or whatever you 
have in quantity.

You might be 
wondering why there 
are no tiles on the 
loading pier, steps, and 
floor. I did this to try to keep 
the part count low and also 
leave a lot of places to place a 
minifigure or decoration. This is 
your station to build, so add whatever 
you want to make it yours and have fun!
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Qty Part Color  Description 
3  6636.dat Light Bluish Gray  Tile  1 x  6 
4  3002.dat Red  Brick  2 x  3 
4  3021.dat Dark Bluish Gray  Plate  2 x  3 
4  3022.dat Dark Bluish Gray  Plate  2 x  2 
4  3033.dat Dark Bluish Gray  Plate  6 x 10 
4  3022.dat Black  Plate  2 x  2 
4  3300.dat Black  Slope Brick 33   
       2 x  2 Double 
4  2453.dat Light Bluish Gray  Brick  1 x  1 x  5 
4  3009.dat Light Bluish Gray  Brick  1 x  6 
4  3455.dat Light Bluish Gray  Arch  1 x  6 
5  3003.dat Black  Brick  2 x  2 
5  3298.dat Black  Slope Brick 33  3 x  2
5  3004.dat Light Bluish Gray  Brick  1 x  2 
6  3009.dat Red  Brick  1 x  6 
6  3039.dat Black  Slope Brick 45  2 x  2
6  2420.dat Light Bluish Gray  Plate  2 x  2 Corner 
8  60601.dat Trans Clear Glass for Window   
       1 x  2 x  2 without Sill
8  60592.dat White  Window  1 x  2 x  2  
       without Sill 
9  3020.dat Dark Bluish Gray  Plate  2 x  4 
9  4445.dat Black  Slope Brick 45  2 x  8
10 3034.dat Dark Bluish Gray  Plate  2 x  8 
12 3005.dat Red  Brick  1 x  1 
12 3297.dat Black  Slope Brick 33  3 x  4
13 3008.dat Red  Brick  1 x  8 
13 3068b.dat Black  Tile  2 x  2 with Groove
15 3037.dat Black  Slope Brick 45  2 x  4
24 3622.dat Red  Brick  1 x  3 
28 3004.dat Red  Brick  1 x  2 
29 3001.dat Black  Brick  2 x  4 
32 3068b.dat Light Bluish Gray Tile  2 x  2  
       with Groove
34 3070b.dat Light Bluish Gray Tile  1 x  1 with Groove
34 4070.dat Light Bluish Gray Brick  1 x  1 with Headlight 

Qty Part Color  Description 
1  6111.dat Red  Brick  1 x 10 
1  6112.dat Red Brick  1 x 12
1  3028.dat Dark Bluish Gray  Plate  6 x 12
1  3032.dat Dark Bluish Gray Plate  4 x  6
1  3035.dat Dark Bluish Gray Plate  4 x  8
1  3666.dat Dark Bluish Gray Plate  1 x  6
1  3811.dat Green Baseplate 32 x 32
1  3008.dat Light Gray  Brick  1 x  8 
1  3010.dat Black  Brick  1 x  4 
1  3023.dat Black Plate  1 x  2 
1  3460.dat Black Plate  1 x  8 
1  3710.dat Black Plate  1 x  4 
1  3008.dat Light Bluish Gray Brick  1 x  8 
1  3010.dat Light Bluish Gray Brick  1 x  4 
1  3028.dat Light Bluish Gray Plate  6 x 12 
1  3456.dat Light Bluish Gray Plate  6 x 14
1  4162.dat Light Bluish Gray  Tile  1 x  8 
1  48336.dat Light Bluish Gray  Plate  1 x  2  
        with Handle Type 2
2  3023.dat Dark Bluish Gray  Plate  1 x  2 
2  3002.dat Black  Brick  2 x  3 
2  3008.dat Brick  1 x  8 Black
2  3009.dat Brick  1 x  6 Black
2  63868.dat Black  Plate  1 x  2  
       with Clip Horizontal  
       on End 
2  2865.dat Light Bluish Gray Train Track  9V Straight
2  3023.dat Light Bluish Gray  Plate  1 x  2 
2  3024.dat Light Bluish Gray  Plate  1 x  1 
3  3861.dat White  Door  1 x  4 x  5  
       with 4 Panes 
3  3010.dat Red  Brick  1 x  4 
3  3031.dat Dark Bluish Gray  Plate  4 x  4 
3  3795.dat Dark Bluish Gray  Plate  2 x  6 
3  2431.dat Black  Tile  1 x  4 with Groove
3  4162.dat Black  Tile  1 x  8 
3  2431.dat Light Bluish Gray  Tile  1 x  4 with Groove

Parts List (Parts can be ordered through Bricklink.com by 
searching by part number and color)
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45 Addition: 
The interior of the station 
is open, so one addition 
that can be easily done is 
a ticket window, as seen 
below.

This can be placed to set 
off the left office-sized 
space. The back wall 
could also be changed to 
have a town sign or hold 
maps. What can you do?
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Community

Peter Norman:  
Building and 
Styling 
LEGO Trains 
Article by Peter Norman 
Photography provided by Peter Norman 
Art by Joe Meno
Peter Norman, known on Flickr as Swoofty, is one 
of the foremost LEGO train builders in the US. His 
builds are noted for their colorful livery. BrickJournal 
was able to talk to him about how he got into the 
hobby, and spotlight some of his best work.
If you were an engineer for the Louisville & Nashville Railroad, 
traveling on the main line between Montgomery and Mobile, 
Alabama, just outside the town of Fort Deposit, you could look 
out over the bog and see my childhood bedroom window. 
Freight trains where a part of my life from the beginning. They 
provided a backdrop and a soundtrack to every day. I was also 
an avid LEGO fan as a child, but since I didn’t live in Europe, 
there were no LEGO train sets realistically available to me. I was 
firmly a Classic Space kid for my LEGO fix and an HO scale 
modeler for my train fix. I eventually moved on to Castle sets 
and then Technic sets. The sets were always mostly just a parts 
source as I would build my own designs almost immediately 
after building the official sets. 

I had an uncle who was an avid R/C pilot and I slowly 
got into R/C helicopters and then flight simulators 
and then computer games. In 1991, I went off to 

boarding school, sans LEGO, and then off to college, also no 
LEGO. During the college years I built houses, boats, musical 
instruments, and even grandfather clocks, but all from wood. 
After college I moved to Venice, CA and soon after, got 
married and moved onto a 35’ sailboat. In about 2000 or so, 
a simple, innocent internet search for LEGO trains led me 
to Ben Beneke’s famous German steam engines (his BR50 
specifically). Upon seeing his trains, I thought to myself, if 
that can be done in LEGO, then that’s what I want to do. So at 
that moment, sitting in a small sailboat bobbing in the Pacific 
Ocean with a laptop in my lap, I decided to get back into 
LEGO, and this time it would be trains.

A few more internet searches lead me to Brickshelf (although 
I’m all Flickr now) and then Bricklink and then eventually 
LDraw. I got back into building by trying to replicate Ben’s 
engines and I bought the Super Chief and BNSF LEGO sets to 
acquaint myself with the new pieces that had been introduced 
since my exit back in 1991. My goal at the time was to someday 
have an L&N LEGO layout so my early MOCs were L&N 
engines. I believe my first really independent build (not a copy 
or mod) was an L&N Alco RS3. The build was pretty simple 
and very robust so it turned out to be a great engine to run 
under any condition of track. That RS3 had a pretty long life, 
although it has recently met the brick separator. A much more 
accurate L&N RS3 has taken its place on my roster now.

In 2007, I was allowed to join the Southern California LEGO 
Train Club and I finally had ever-changing layouts to run my 
trains on. My mostly L&N and CSX engine roster looked a 
bit out of place on our Southern California layouts so I slowly 
began building more of the local favorites, UP, BNSF, SP and 
SF. I had also gotten into rail photography, mostly as a form of 
research, and this introduced me to the latest and greatest in 
US rail technologies. Now I mostly build modern locomotives 
and equipment, but there’s plenty of ‘40s to ‘70s equipment 
on my roster as well. I browse RailPictures.net daily to find 
inspiration as well, and more than a few times I’ve been 
captivated by a picture that eventually turns into a build.
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The GTW GP38AC
Every year I try to build a different Bicentennial unit for the 
US Independence Day, July 4th. For the third year of this 
tradition I chose Grand Trunk Western’s GP38AC #1776. The 
real life one is a great looking locomotive with its ‘screaming 
eagle’ paint scheme. Also, GTW is technically Canadian 
owned so that irony was not lost on me. My bicentennial units 
are usually popular at shows so it’s nice if they are powered 
units, and that added points to the GP38AC as it could be 
easily powered by a 9v LEGO train motor. I try not to rely on  
stickers, preferring brick built designs as much as possible; this 
too made the GTW a good choice for building.

Here is an example of  
Norman’s work in creating 
graphics for a train. Note 
how he separates the grilled 
bricks with tiles at the rear, 
and also uses brackets to 
mount small slopes.
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The NC&St.L 2-8-0:
The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railroad merged into 
the L&N so I consider it part of my L&N heritage as well. 
The NC&St.L was a tenacious little railroad and had a far 
more radical roster than the mostly conservative L&N. While 
researching the NC&St.L, I came across a photo of #156. A 
steam model from 1899 and a camelback (called a ‘Mother 
Hubbard’ in Tennessee) to boot really didn’t seem like a good 
fit for my mostly modern diesel roster, but we must follow our 
muse, lest she leave us. To do this odd little engine in 6-wide 
was a real challenge and there was only one photo of the 
prototype. It has turned out to be one of my favorite builds, 
but it’s currently unpowered and I don’t have any other 
powered circa 1900 units so it mostly sits in the yard for shows.

This is an example of how to adapt 
Technic parts to help simulate pistons 
in LEGO minifigure scale. The wheels 
are not LEGO-made wheels, but 
custom made by Ben Fleskes of Big Ben 
Bricks.
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GE’s Tier 4 demonstrator, #2015, represents one of the latest 
and most modern diesel locomotives on US rails, so naturally 
it was right up my alley. Just before I knew anything about 
this locomotive, I was given a very special opportunity 
to work with GE Transportation on another loco. This 
relationship helped to move #2015 straight to the top of my 
building queue. It has a strange yet interesting paint scheme 
and allowed me to use lots of LEGO’s lime color that I had 
accumulated over the years. The rear vents proved to be the 
most challenging part of this build, as with most GE locos.  
The color scheme required almost no SNOT work at all.

The GE 2015:
My most humbling moment came in July of 2012, when 
GE Transportation commissioned me to build one of their 
locomotives for them. They admitted that I was not the first 
or second builder they contacted, but I was honored none 
the less. In August of 2012, GE was set to release their Tier 4 
emissions demonstrator loco, #2015. This is the loco they really 
wanted me to build for them, but they couldn’t publish photos 
of the new loco before its release, so they had me build an 
earlier demonstrator unit. After the Tier 4 release, I naturally 
had to build it for myself. This interaction with GE inspired me 
to research more demonstrator units from both GE and EMD 
and now I’ve built two from each builder, just to be fair. The 
demonstrators often come in interesting color schemes and 
they have turned out to be fun builds that allow me to work in 
some of the more modern colors that LEGO is offering while 
providing the added challenge of building in those new colors. 

Some examples of using color 
and building the livery of a train 
into the model itself. In this case, 
most of the graphics were able to 
be rendered by stacking plates, as 
seen to the right.

Above, part of the color is built using 
Studs Not on Top building.

You can go to Peter’s 
webpage by going to  
http://www.flickr.
com/photos/swoof-
ty/sets/ or scanning 
this QR code!
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www.BrickRepublic.com

BrickArms  -  Custom Minifigures  -  Lego  -  Accessories

Learn more about this great 
franchise opportunity!

www.BricksandMinifigs.com

LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group of companies which does not sponsor, authorize, or endorse this ad.  Franchise offer made by prospectus only.

Build your business on imagination and fun by owning  
a Bricks & MinifigsTM store!  You will enjoy a passionate
and devoted customer base plus...
	 •				A	proven	turn-key	model
	 •				Low	startup	costs
	 •				Protected	territories
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Community

PennLUG: 
Taking Layouts  
to New Levels
Article by Cale Leiphart
Photography provided by the LEGO Group

So who are these PennLUG guys and what is their deal with 
trains? The Pennsylvania LEGO Users Group was formed in 
2005 by Mike Gibney and myself so that we would have a club 
in southeastern PA to call our own. In the 8 years since our 
first clandestine meeting, we’ve grown to be one of the most 
accomplished clubs in the eastern US, filled with a great group 
of very talented members who love sharing the LEGO hobby 
with each other. And I’m happy to say we do some pretty 
sweet train layouts. Now trains aren’t the only thing we do. 
We have amazing builders in numerous themes. But our train 
layouts may be one of our most recognized facets and over the 
years we have developed our own style and have worked to 
push the train hobby forward.

PennLUG members Cale Leiphart, Michael MacLeod, Rob Bender, and 
Brian Brister at BrickMagic 2012.
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I was asked how we make such outstanding layouts, so I 
thought about it and came up with these rules of thumb:

Work Together 
To us our train layout is one large collaborative MOC. I’m 
sure you’ve seen club train layouts that look as if everyone 
is just doing their own thing—as you walk around, you will 
go from town to Space Police to Atlantis. You may also think 
to yourself, “Wait a minute: why is there a 1960s diesel train 
underwater?” These may all be great areas with gorgeous 
detail, but they end up feeling like a bunch of random 
dioramas loosely connected with some train track. They 
become an out of context mashup. 

We don’t want our layouts to look disjointed and random. All 
the MOCs that we put in our train layouts play off each other 
and contribute to the feeling that this little world we are trying 
to create makes sense. Sure, we can be a bit anachronistic with 
steam trains running through a modern downtown, and we’re 
not above the odd B-movie Sci-Fi alien attack. But we work to 
blend everything together into something cohesive. We’re not 
a bunch of builders with our own little fiefdoms. We’re a club 
building one large collaborative MOC. 

Cut the Clutter 
Say no to the visual clutter or; quality over quantity. PennLUG 
layouts may look a little less populated and cleaner than some 
others you seen. There is always a tendency to just put out 
every minifig, fire truck, and train you have to show it all off. 

The problem is that you try to pack so much into 
a space that everything just starts looking chaotic 
and a mess. All the little cool stuff and details get 

Trains at a PennLUG roundhouse.

Spill!

One of the steam trains that usually are seen at a PennLUG layout.
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1 x 2 plates with 
center studs (in red) 
are used to center 
the inner wall.

lost in the giant crowd. We like to dial it back a bit to give 
everything some space. It’s just an ordinary day in our town, 
not the world’s largest New Year’s Eve party. We would 
rather showcase everyone’s best work than shove everything 
in and have the really cool stuff get lost in the pile. You can 
particularly see this in our rail yard. We almost never put out 
all the trains we have on hand and our yards often look half-
empty. There’s good reasons for this: First it lets people better 
appreciate the trains when they’re not packed in like sardines. 
It also lets us use our rail yard like a real rail yard. We have 
room to move trains in and out, break down trains and make 
up new ones, and just have fun shifting cars around.

A layout can have a diner...

a car or two...a wind farm...

or even a harbor.
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Have Fun 
Running a layout needs to be fun. A train layout as large as 
some of the ones we do is a ton of work. If there isn’t some 
fun to be had, then it can get old quick and everyone will lose 
interest. It’s important to keep things interesting. We try to 
change up each layout we do. Our downtown is never quite 
set up the same from show to show. We’re always changing 
things out from show to show. The town guys are always 
hiding little jokes here and there and the train guys are busy 
running trains, playing in the rail yard and making choo-choo 
noises – okay, I made the choo-choo thing up. But we do have 
a lot of fun and as a group we all get along really well. That’s 
most important. We’re all good friends who put aside any 
minor differences and just want to have a good time.

Capture and Nurture Talent 
The last little bit to PennLUG train layouts is all the awesome 
builders we have in our group. We have some very talented 
people who bring our layouts to life. And by sharing our 
expertise with each other and collaborating, we’ve all become 
much better builders over the years. I wouldn’t be the train 
builder I am today without the help of my club mates. This is 
what makes us who we are and hopefully shows in the layouts 
we build. 

One train goes through its paces...

while a trolley rests.
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The LEGO Group

Designing  
the LEGO® 
Monorail

Article and art by Joe Meno

One of the sets from the ‘80s that continues to strike a chord 
with LEGO fans is the LEGO® Monorail. Introduced in 1987, 
there were only three sets released: the Monorail Transport 
System, the Airport Shuttle (1990), and the Monorail Transport 
Base (1994). Two track sets were released in 1988 and 1991 to 
supplement the sets, but for such a limited range, the monorail 
has garnered a considerable number of fans.

One of the designers of the initial set spoke to BrickJournal 
about how the monorail was designed.

BrickJournal: How did you figure out the motor and gearing 
the track? That one idea makes the LEGO monorail genius, 
as it can go up a pretty good slope. This also makes the 
power needed to move the monorail considerably, as the 
wheels on the track bear the weight of the unit.

Bjarne Tveskov: As I recall, the monorail system was already 
prototyped when I started working at the LEGO company 
in 1985. My boss Jens Nygaard Knudsen and the head of 
the LEGO City line Erling Didriksen were the driving forces  
behind the system as far as I know, working together with 
engineers to develop the monorail. The gearing mechanism 
together with the strong motor sourced from German 
company Bühler makes the train very strong, it fact it can go 
almost straight upwards if needed. As you mention, it’s a very 
effective system, and quite economical in terms of battery 
usage. 

What did you think about while deciding the overall look of 
the monorail set and cars? Did you design it as an alternate 
train idea, or a completely different transportation idea?

For the Space line, we really wanted it to feel ‘futuristic’. We 
did a large number of different designs for trains, buildings 
and vehicles for the 6990 set. I really wish there were some 
images of all those prototypes, but sadly I don’t think they 
exist any more. The final designs were a combination of 
some models built by Carsten Michaelsen and myself. We 
collaborated closely on fusing our designs, the train especially 
was a combo of two of our prototypes. The modular container 
system brought a lot of play value and as a added bonus 
made it easy to exchange the batteries. At the time it was a bit 
unusual to have two designers working together on the model 
design, but the set was rather special in itself; lots of new 
elements, new colors and part of the first wave of the ‘Futuron’ 
design style. When the set was tested with kids, the first thing 
they noticed was the new helmets with the transparent visors. 
This was a litte surprising (and funny!) since there were so 
many other new and innovative elements in the set, but I guess 
the kids already knew the ‘old’ Space minifigures very well 
from their own collection at home. 

With the stantions, the monorail appears to have been 
designed to be an above ground level mobile system. Am I 
right?

Very much so, that’s what really sets a monorail apart from a 
ordinary train is that it can go ‘up in the air’. But for stability 
reasons and to optimize the play value, some of the set is 
at ground level. We did other designs where all or almost 
all of the track was suspended, but they turned out to be 
impractical. I also did a design where the train was hanging 
underneath the tracks; it was cool but very hard to build and 
almost impossible to play with! 

The Monorail Transport System train.
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What did you think about while designing and creating the 
accessory set – what decisions did you make in choosing 
track?

There was a surprisingly large amount of work in choosing 
the assortment of tracks for the 6921 accessory set. http://lego.
wikia.com/wiki/6921_Monorail_Accessory_Track

The final result is straightforward, but it took a lot of 
experimentation to do the alternate track layouts as I recall. 
As I’m sure you know the curved tracks are shorter than 
the straight ones, so you need the little 8 module track to 
compensate when doing more complex layouts. I actually 
made a piece of software on my amazing Sinclair QL home 
computer ( http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sinclair_QL ) which 
enabled me to quickly sketch tracks on the screen instead of 
building them physically. Not sure it saved me much time 
really, but it was fun to do, and very cutting edge in 1986. :-)

Looking under the monorail, you can see the tan gear that moves the train. 
Because the monorail’s weight is on the track and not on the drive gear, the 
power needed to move the monorail is reduced considerably. The gear teeth 
on the track also provide traction to pull the monorail up and down consider-
able grades.

This is COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL, which is NOT INTENDED FOR FREE
DOWNLOADING ANYWHERE. If you’re a print subscriber, or you paid

the modest fee we charge to download it at our website, you have our sincere
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Three monorail builders (Nathaniel Brill, Masao Hidaka, and Joe 
Meno) show off their models at Brickfair VA 2012

Building a 
Different LEGO 
Monorail
Articles and Photography by Joe Meno, Steven 
Walker, Masao Hidaka, and Nathaniel Brill
Art by Joe Meno
Since the LEGO Monorail was discontinued, there have 
been fans wanting its return. Monorail sets are now col-
lector’s items, and consequently, prices for those sets and 
monorail parts have skyrocketed. 

Not surprisingly, many fans have appealed to the LEGO 
Group to bring back the old sets as they were. However, 
the company has been resistant to this idea, as this would 
require recreating molds and parts, which is an expensive 
process.

A small group of fans have gone another direction. In-
spired by real-world monorails, they have begun to build 
custom monorails using currently available LEGO parts 
and motors. The implication is clear: A LEGO monorail 
can be made, using off-the-shelf parts, that has the poten-
tial to be more flexible than the previous sets. BrickJournal 
takes a look at current monorail efforts.

At BrickCon 2011, two different monorails were displayed.
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A monorail that has been seen at Seattle LEGO train layouts has 
been built by Steven Walker. Here, he talks about the beginnings 
of his train system.

As part of an overall build to include much of Disneyland, the 
Disney Monorail was a natural fit for both the display and to 
have at the various Puget Sound Lego Train Club displays. 
Having been a fan of Disney monorails for years, I started to 
build my variations in 2009. 

Knowing I was going to use the 8-wide airplane nose as the front 
and back, I started out looking at track and truck designs. Being 
slightly old-school in how I build, the only research I did was on 
prototypical designs for monorail. First was the track. I started 
with single-stud wide, thinking I could use the old 4.5 volt train 
rail for the top for traction and brick it to be 2 bricks tall. For the 
large 8-wide design, though, this was not strong enough. After a 
little bit of experimentation, I settled for a 2-wide beam at about 
3 bricks in height. This proved strong enough for 40-stud spans 
and for the side torque through a corner.

Next up was the truck. Monorail Red has the third truck 
design and the first where the motorized truck would fit in 
the airplane body. This proved to be very slow and inefficient. 
The friction of the wheel in its fixed position in a corner would 
both drain a battery in 30 minutes, and after a couple of days 
shredded much of the tire tread. The area around the wheels 
after BrickCon 2010 was covered in little bits of rubber.

Monorail Blue is the 6th iteration of trucks, which ran during 
BrickCon 2011 and reverts back to previous versions of the 
drive wheel in a stationary location. This design has less 

drag than Monorail Red, but only slightly. It creeps 
through corners and does not provide much lateral 
support. 

Monorail Red on display. The model has the distinctive window patterns of 
the Disney monorails.

Monorail Red’s bottom. The motorized truck is at the front, while the second 
truck keeps the train level. The axles extending outwards are rail guides.

Monorail Blue.

Monorail Blue’s interior, showing the motor and battery within the body. 
The Power Functions receiver is at the rear of the model, making this a free-
moving train.

The bottom of Blue, showing the trucks, including the now movable rear 
truck.

Steven Walker: 
Disney-Inspired Building 



The Seattle Monorail model, built for the anniversary of 
the 1962 World’s Fair, has a little less drag with its 7th 
generation truck design, but also has less stability. It has 
been known to go around corners at a drunken lean.

The Seattle Monorail on display. The internal arrangement is another refine-
ment of Steven’s monorails. At right is the top view of the forward car, show-
ing the motor and Power Functions receiver. At the far right is the bottom 
view, showing the drive wheel and trucks.

Steven’s work on monorail tracks has been impressive, While 
straight track was pretty easily defined as a stack of tile, two 
plates, then two bricks, curved track has served to be a bigger 
challenge. There have been a few different designs, but the 
design below is one of the best. Using overlapping 1x2 bricks 
and plates and 2 x 2 tiles and bricks on the bottom, a flexible 
curve can be built that can be adjusted easily, as seen on the 
bottom.

Another innovation developed by Steve was shift switches. 
Using two tracks and sliding to switch them is a solution 
that has an advantage in terms of building – alignment and 
construction is easier than other switching systems. Operating 
the switch is also easy: just shift the other track into position.

Track Modeling 
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Masao Hidaka began working on a monorail system in 
2004, with his first version powered by a 9 volt external 
battery pack to a micromotor, which no longer is available. 
The micromotor was geared to a drive wheel that sat on 
the rail itself, which was 1 stud wide. The straight zones 
of track were covered tile; however, the curves were 4.5 
V train track, which had a raised rail. A later version of 
the track allowed for a slope to a monorail to cross over 
another track.

By 2006, Hidaka had expanded his monorail track to a 
2-stud width with two cars, one for the drive (using a 
9V motor) and one for the battery pack, making his train 
self-contained. One year later, he was able to make a track 
switch by placing hinges on the track below the area the 
train rested. By coincidence, Hidaka made a curved track 
that was brick-built like Steven Walker’s. However, Hi-

daka developed a motorized switching system using the 
flexibility of the curve track to switch from one track 

to another in 2009.

Masao Hidaka: 
A Different Approach  
to the Monorail 

Hidaka’s first version of his monorail,  
using a micromotor (shown in red) driving  
a forward drive wheel. Track guides are inside the 
side plates and are set to keep the wheels on the one-
plate wide track. Power is provided by a 9V battery 
box that is wired externally.

Hidaka made this mono-
rail a CUUSOO project 
for LEGO production.
You can vote for Hi-
daka’s Cuusoo project by 
going to http://lego.
cuusoo.com/ideas/
view/487 or scanning 
this QR code!
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One of Hidaka’s later versions of his monorail, this time using a Power 
Functions Medium motor geared to drive a set of wheels underneath.  
The Power Functions receiver is directly behind the conductor’s station  
and is wired to a battery car that is behind.  
Like the first version, the rail guides are 
inside the lower panels, but the 
track is now 2-wide as opposed 
to one-wide.

Hidaka’s latest version of his monorail, with multiple cars.

Monorail going up slope track.

As of 2012, Hidaka has developed switches using the 
MINDSTORMS RCX system, pneumatics pistons and also 
a double switch that can switch two trains to adjacent 
tracks. He is currently working on sloping tracks to change 
elevation. Other future plans include moving from RCX to 
MINDSTORMS NXT and using more than two motors on 
each train to allow more cars.
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Joe Meno was, like Steven Walker, inspired by the Disney 
monorails and built his first monorail in early 2011. Based 
on the Walt Disney World Mark VI Monorail currently 
in service, the model initially used a drive wheel design 
based on Hidaka’s drive system; however, it uses one 
drive wheel compared to Hidaka’s multiple drive wheels. 
This initial design also had a stationary rear guide wheel 
that was later changed to a swiveling truck design. 

In the initial version of the MarkVI, the head and tail cabs 
were empty, with the drive and battery in the middle cars, 
as seen above as the second car from the left having the 
Power Functions receiver and the third car having the bat-
tery box. The was changed after realizing that the size of 
the train would make a large station necessary. As a result, 
a later version became a three-car system, with a center 
battery car and two motorized cabs. The head and tail cars 
were motorized so one car could push or pull the other if 
there were any slow areas.

The Mark VI also had headlights and taillights. Instead 
of using axles as guides, this train used small slopes to 
stabilize the monorail. Two versions were built, Monorail 
Red and Monorail Blue, with one train operational and the 
other a testbed for changes. 

The track system is a 2-wide system, again based on Hi-
daka’s designs. Curves are based on Steven Walker’s curve 
design.

Joe Meno: 
Following and 
Innovating Monorail 
Design 
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With the Mark VI, Meno discovered that there were some 
operational issues that came from the size of the model  
itself. Because of the weight and the stationary back tire, 
the train would slow considerably on curves. Also, there 
was a wobble the train would have in starting and stop-
ping. With these issues at hand, another monorail was 
built that was lower to the rail and lighter: the Mark VII.

The Mark VII Monorail is based on the Disneyland Mark 
VII monorail that is currently operational. While the body 
is a complete rework from the Mark VI, the Mark VII uses 
the same drive wheel system, albeit a little bit refined. The 
Mark VII is also a three-car train, but has a swiveling rear 
truck. Like the Mark VI, this train has headlights and tail 
lights.

Future plans for Meno’s monorail include building a Mark 
VII Monorail Blue, retrofitting the Mark VI monorails to 
have independent trucks for more efficiency. 

Trackwise, a unified color track is being planned as well as 
a MINDSTORMS NXT-based control system for running 
more than one train and switches. Long-range planning  
includes a trainhouse using a monorail color to route 
trains to their berths.

There is a version of this monorail in service  
in Florida, built by Barrett Burnham,  
and also in New York.

The Mark VII uses a Power Function Medium motor to run a drive wheel. 
Immediately behind the motor is a wheel truck that can swivel, based on 
Steven Walker’s design. The power cord extends out the rear aand attaches 
to a battery box in the next car. 
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At BrickMagic 2012, there was a moonbase layout done by 
PennLUG. One element of the layout that got a lot of attention was a 
custom monorail built by Nathaniel Brill. Where other models had a 
train on a single rail, his was a suspended train. Here, he talks about 
his inspiration and building.

I’ve been interested in LEGO monorails since I got the Futuron 
monorail for Christmas 25 years ago. As a kid, I often built 
large space bases on the dining room table (when I could get 
away with it, at least) and I always tried to include a monorail. 
I’ve been a serious AFOL for about 5 years now, so I’ve had a 
lot of exposure to large space layouts featuring the monorail as 
well. I started out mostly building trains since I got back into 
LEGO, and when I’ve thought about monorail more recently, 
I’ve wanted to build something more detailed than the old 
airport shuttle; more in line with my steam locomotives. The 
stock LEGO monorail parts are not very accommodating for 
this, though, and the price of track has also prevented me from 
expanding my monorail collection from what I had as a kid, so 
I decided to look elsewhere.

I have some experience now working with Power Functions 
components, so I thought I would try to make my own 
monorail. I wasn’t too familiar with what was out there until 
around 2011 when I started seriously thinking about it, but I 
was very impressed with others’ efforts when I saw them. Still, 
I wanted to do something different. Actually, hearing Joe Meno 
talk about the issues with building a custom monorail setup 
got me thinking about the suspended design. A major problem 
with any locomotive design, in LEGO or in real life, is making 
sure there’s enough power and weight on the driving wheels. 
Monorails riding on a thin rail also have to contend with 
balance and weight distribution issues. I figured a suspended 

monorail wouldn’t have either of those problems because all 
of the weight could be put on the driving wheels, and the cars 
would be suspended under the track, and unable to slip off.

I finally decided on a suspended design when I saw this 
awesome MOC:

Nathaniel Brill: 
Suspended Monorail 
Design

I said to myself, “That’s amazing, but I bet it could be 
powered, and I also bet the old 4.5 volt train rails are the way 
to go for making track.” From there, the construction was 
really straightforward. My first motorization idea worked 
well, and I haven’t really changed it since then.

LEGO model by Captain Smog.
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Brill’s design uses a gear strip to power the top wheel. The head and tail 
cars are motorized and draw power from the center car’s battery. The Power 
Functions receiver is housed in the center car, with the yellow transparent 
roof panel allowing for signal reception.

Above is a breakdown of one of the drive cars. At the top right is the roof 
panel for the battery car.

Below and bottom left are photos of the track supports. The tracks are 4.5 V 
track with one-wide bricks under. The Technic pin attaches to a Technic brick  
on the track. The support on the left is for a straigh segment of track, where 
the support below is articulated for curve track segments.
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LEGO History

A History  
of LEGO 
Trains
Article by Kristian Hauge  
of the LEGO Idea House
Photography provided by the 
LEGO Group

With a gap of just a few years, trains have been a permanent feature of the LEGO 
Group’s product range right from the early 1930s up to the present day. The follow-
ing is a short journey highlighting key milestones in the life of the LEGO train. 

A Theme’s Beginning
When Ole Kirk Kristiansen, the Billund carpenter, introduces his first selection of 
wooden toys in 1932, trains are among the new products. Up through the 1930s, 
1940s and 1950s the LEGO Group produces everything from steam locomotives to 
the more modern express trains in wood. 

In the late 1940s the LEGO Group begins adding plastic toys to its range of wooden 
toys. During the 1950s the company produces plastic cars, tractors and LEGO® 
bricks but – interestingly – no trains. These continue to be made only in wood. 

In 1960 the LEGO Group stops making wooden toys after a fire in the woodworking 
factory – which also means the end of the line for production of wooden trains. 

After an interval of four years, the company introduces its first plastic trains in 1964. 
The train is made of LEGO bricks, which – since their introduction in 1949 – have 
become increasingly popular up through the 1950s. The most important factor in the 
LEGO Group’s launch of a train built of LEGO bricks is the introduction of the LEGO 
wheel in 1962. Introduction of this new component brings motion to the LEGO brick 
– and the opportunity to launch a train theme.

The very first LEGO product line from 1932. You can see a wooden train in the lower left corner.
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Until the introduction of the LEGO 
wheel, trains appear only as inspiration 
for what can be built with LEGO bricks 
– not as actual building sets. This can 
be seen, for example, in set No. 700-3A, 
which carries an illustration of a train 
and other constructions. It can clearly 
be seen that the wheels of the train 
are made from LEGO bricks – which 
means that the train cannot run.

Powering the Theme
In 1966 a major advance occurs in 
LEGO trains when the company 
launches a battery-powered train on 
rails. Children can now build their own 
train sets with rails, points – and a train 
powered by a 4.5-volt battery. Two years 
later the LEGO Group introduces the 
Electronic train, developing a new and 
innovative system of control. The train 
is controlled by a whistle. The company 
says of its product: “The train that 
drives when the whistle goes – LEGO 
battery train with integral electronic 
unit, drives when you blow a special 
whistle. Stops when you blow again, 
reverses when you blow a third time.” 

Set nb. 700-3 A from the late 1950s

Set nb. 113 from 1966.



Set nb. 323 from 1964. This was the first plastic LEGO train made out of LEGO Bricks.

A Brief History of the LEGO 

DUPLO® Train
The LEGO Group launched its 
pre-school product LEGO® DUPLO®, 
big bricks for small hands, in 1969. The 
first LEGO DUPLO train was launched 
in 1977 – a simple push-along model 
without rails. In 1983 the first LEGO 
DUPLO train appears on rails, and 
10 years later the market sees the first 
electric-powered LEGO DUPLO train. 
This allows the youngest ones to enjoy 
the same train universe as older chil-
dren.

In 1969 a 12-volt motor comes on the LEGO market. Power is supplied to the train 
via the rails, which are connected to a transformer. A LEGO Group leaflet from 1969 
describes the different versions of the train and the idea behind the various models: 
“A train for every age group – Children love to play with a LEGO train because they 
build it themselves. It begins with a push-along train. As the child grows, the battery 
motor can power the train – making it a wonderful toy for the older child. When the 
child wishes for an electric train, a power supply is available for ordinary LEGO rails. 
The battery motor can be changed to a 12-volt motor – and a transformer added. The 
same train follows the child up through the years, expanding its functions to suit the 
child’s age and wishes – and nothing is thrown away.”  

Specializing the Range
In 1978 Kjeld Kirk Kristiansen, the present owner of the company, launched a new 
development model: “System within the system.” The new development model 
splits products into product ranges and product lines, giving children the right toys 
for the right age and the right purpose. 

The appearance of product lines also affected the train range. In 1980 a train prod-
uct line comes to the market. It is launched with a bang – with 28 new LEGO sets 
during its first year. 

Another change occurs in 1991, when the company introduces the 9-volt train –  
replacing the 4.5-v and 12-v models. The specialized train line remains in existence 
from 1980 to 2003, when trains first become part of the LEGO World City product 
line and then – from 2005 – the LEGO City product line. The first wireless battery 
train, controlled remotely, appears in 2006. 

Set nb. 2700 from 1983. The first LEGO® DUPLO® train on rail
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The LEGOLAND® Train
In 1967 Dagny Holm, head of the  
model building department in  
Billund, is given the task of creating  
an adult-size LEGO train for Tivoli 
Gardens in Copenhagen to carry  
passengers around the old family park. 
In November of the same year the train 
takes part in Macy’s Thanksgiving Day 
Parade in New York. When LEGO-
LAND Billund opens in 1968, the train 
is given its own track, carrying visitors 
through the theme park – which it con-
tinues to do to this day. The rails inci-
dentally come from a track in a disused 
brickworks. 

Keeping to the Principle
Since the very first LEGO train on rails was marketed in 1966, the company has 
given much thought to LEGO trains concerning the system principle, an impor-
tant feature of every LEGO product. The gauge (width) of LEGO train rails has 
remained unaltered since 1966 – which means that a train from 1966 can run on the 
latest set of rails. The system continues... 

Set nb. 7740 from 1980. This was one of the 28 new train sets launched in 1980.
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Community Ads
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Last Word

This issue has been interesting, as writing an intro for train building was not 
only for you, but for me. Thanks to all the contributors for the help – this is one 
dense issue!

If you are wanting to go further into LEGO train building, you can go to www.
railbricks.com. They have a PDF magazine that goes into train building in much 
more detail, including instructions and train articles!
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DIGITAL
EDITIONS

AVAILABLE

FOR ONLY
$3.95 BRICKJOURNAL #1

The ultimate resource for LEGO enthusiasts
of all ages, showcasing events, people, 
and models! FULL-COLOR #1 features an
interview with Certified LEGO Professional
NATHAN SAWAYA, car designs by STEPHAN
SANDER, step-by-step building instructions
and techniques for all skill levels, new set 
reviews, on-the-scene reports from LEGO
community events, and other surprises!

(84-page print magazine) SOLD OUT
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #2
This FULL-COLOR issue spotlights 
blockbuster summer movies, LEGO style!
Go behind the scenes for new sets for 
INDIANA JONES, and see new models,
including an MINI FLYING WING and a
LEGO CITY, a lifesize IRON MAN, plus
how to CUSTOMIZE MINIFIGURES,
BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS, a tour of the
ONLINE LEGO FACTORY, and lots more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #3 
Event Reports from BRICKWORLD, FIRST
LEGO LEAGUE WORLD FESTIVAL and
PIECE OF PEACE (Japan), spotlight on our
cover model builder BRYCE McGLONE,
behind the scenes of LEGO BATMAN,
LEGO at COMIC-CON INTERNATIONAL,
FIRST LEGO LEAGUE WORLD FESTIVAL,
plus STEP-BY-STEP BUILDING INSTRUC-
TIONS, TECHNIQUES, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #4 
Interviews with LEGO BUILDERS including
cover model builder ARTHUR GUGICK,
event reports from BRICKFAIR and others,
touring the LEGO IDEA HOUSE, plus 
STEP-BY-STEP BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS
and TECHNIQUES for all skill levels, NEW
SET REVIEWS, and an extensive report on
constructing the Chinese Olympic Village in
LEGO!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #5
Event report on the MINDSTORMS 10th
ANNIVERSARY at LEGO HEADQUARTERS,
Pixar’s ANGUS MACLANE on LEGO in film-
making, a glimpse at the LEGO Group’s
past with the DIRECTOR OF LEGO’S IDEA
HOUSE, event reports, a look at how SEAN
KENNEY’s LEGO creations ended up on
NBC’S 30 ROCK television show, instructions
and spotlights on builders, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #6
Spotlight on CLASSIC SPACE SETS and a
look at new ones, BRANDON GRIFFITH
shows his STAR TREK MODELS, LEGO set
designers discuss their work creating the
SPACE POLICE with PIRATE SETS, POWER
FUNCTIONS TRAIN DEVELOPMENT, the
world’s TALLEST LEGO TOWER, MINI-
FIGURE CUSTOMIZATION, plus coverage
of BRICKFEST 2009 and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #7 
Focuses on the new LEGO ARCHITECTURE
line, with a look at the new sets designed
by ADAM REED TUCKER, plus interviews
with other architectural builders, including
SPENCER REZKALLA. Also, behind the
scenes on the creation of POWER MINERS
and the GRAND CAROUSEL, a LEGO 
BATTLESHIP over 20 feet long, reports
from LEGO events worldwide, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #8 
We go to the Middle Ages, with a look at
the LEGO Group’s CASTLE LINE, featuring
an interview with the designer behind the
first LEGO castle set, the YELLOW CASTLE.
Also: we spotlight builders that have created
their own large-scale version of the castle,
and interview other castle builders, plus a
report on BRICKWORLD in Chicago, ands
still more instructions and building tips!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #9 
BrickJournal looks at LEGO® DISNEY SETS,
with features on the Disney LEGO sets of
the past (MICKEY and MINNIE) and pres-
ent (TOY STORY and PRINCE OF PERSIA)!
We also present Disney models built by
LEGO fans, and a look at the newest
Master Build model at WALT DISNEY
WORLD, plus articles and instructions on
building and customization, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #10 
BrickJournal goes undersea with looks at
the creation of LEGO’s new ATLANTIS
SETS, plus a spotlight on a fan-created 
underwater theme, THE SEA MONKEYS,
with builder FELIX GRECO! Also, a report
on the LEGO WORLD convention in the
Netherlands, BUILDER SPOTLIGHTS, 
INSTRUCTIONS and ways to CUSTOMIZE
MINIFIGURES, LEGO HISTORY, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #11 
“Racers” theme issue, with building tips 
on race cars by the ARVO BROTHERS,
interview with LEGO RACERS designer
ANDREW WOODMAN, LEGO FORMULA
ONE RACING, TECHNIC SPORTS CAR
building, event reports, instructions and
columns on MINIFIGURE CUSTOMIZATION
and MICRO BUILDING, builder spotlights,
LEGO HISTORY, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #12
A look at school sculptures by NATHAN
SAWAYA, builder MARCOS BESSA’s cre-
ations, ANGUS MACLANE’s CubeDudes, a
Nepali Diorama by JORDAN SCHWARTZ,
instructions to build a school bus for your
LEGO town, minifigure customizations,
how a POWER MINERS model became one
for ATLANTIS, building standards, and
much more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL magazine (edited by Joe 
Meno) spotlights all aspects of the LEGO®

Community, showcasing events, people, and 
models every issue, with contributions and 
how-to articles by top builders worldwide, new 
product intros, and more. Available in both FULL-COLOR print and digital 
editions. Print subscribers get the digital version FREE!
LEGO, the Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob configurations are trademarks of the LEGO Group of Companies.

THE MAGAZINE FOR LEGO®

ENTHUSIASTS OF ALL AGES!

PRINT SUBSCRIPTIONS: Six issues $57 US ($75 Canada, $86 elsewhere)
DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTIONS: $23.70 for six digital issues



BRICKJOURNAL #23 
STAR WARS issue, with custom creations
from a long time ago and far, far away!
JACOB CARPENTER’s Imperial Star
Destroyer, MARK KELSO’s Invisible Hand,
interview with SIMON MACDONALD
about building Star Wars costume props
with LEGO elements, history of the LEGO
X-Wing, plus our regular features on
minifigure customization by JARED BURKS,
“You Can Build It” instructions, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95 
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #26 
CREATURES GREAT AND SMALL with
builders SEAN and STEPHANIE MAYO
(known online as Siercon and Coral), other
custom animals models from BrickJournal
editor JOE MENO, LEGO DINOSAURS
with WILL PUGH, plus more minifigure
customization by JARED BURKS, AFOLs by
cartoonist GREG HYLAND, step-by-step
“You Can Build It” instructions by
CHRISTOPHER DECK, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95 
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Ships Sept. 2013 

BRICKJOURNAL #25 
MEDIEVAL CASTLE BUILDING! Top LEGO®

Castle builders present their creations,
including BOB CARNEY’s amazingly
detailed model of Neuschwanstein Castle,
plus others, along with articles on building
and detailing castles of your own! Also:
JARED BURKS on minifigure customization,
AFOLs by cartoonist GREG HYLAND, step-
by-step “You Can Build It” instructions by
CHRISTOPHER DECK, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95 
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Ships July 2013 

BRICKJOURNAL #13 
Special EVENT ISSUE with reports from
BRICKMAGIC (the newest US LEGO fan
festival, organized by BrickJournal maga-
zine), BRICKWORLD (one of the oldest US
LEGO fan events), and others! Plus: spot-
light on BIONICLE Builder NORBERT
LAGUBUEN, our regular column on minifig-
ure customization, step-by-step “You Can
Build It” instructions, spotlights on builders
and their work, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #14
Discover the world of stop-motion LEGO
FILMS, with brickfilmer DAVID PAGANO
and others spotlighting LEGO filmmaking,
the history of the medium and its commu-
nity, interviews with the makers of the
films seen on the LEGO CLUB SHOW and
LEGO.com, and instructions on how to
film and build puppets for brick flicks! Plus
how to customize minifigures, event reports,
step-by-step building instructions, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #15
Looks at the LEGO MECHA genre of build-
ing, especially in Japan! Feature editor
NATHAN BRYAN spotlights mecha builders
such as SAITO YOSHIKAZU, TAKAYUKI
TORII, SUKYU and others! Also, a talk with
BRIAN COOPER and MARK NEUMANN
about their mecha creations, mecha building
instructions by SAITO YOSHIKAZU, our
regular columns on minifigure customization,
building, event reports, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #16
Focuses on STEAMPUNK! Feature editor GUY
HIMBER gives a tour with a look at his work,
DAVE DeGOBBI’s, NATHAN PROUDLOVE’s,
and others! There’s also a look at the history
of LEGO Steampunk building, as well as
instructions for a Steampunk plane by ROD
GILLIES! Plus our regular columns on
minifigure customization, building tips,
event reports, our step-by-step “You Can
Build It” instructions, and much more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95

MINIFIGURE
CUSTOMIZATION2: 
WHY LIVE IN THE BOX?

JARED K. BURKS’ sequel presents more
advanced techniques to alter minifigures: vir-
tual customization; designing decals; custom
part modification and creation; 3-D printing;
painting techniques; lighting with LEDs or EL
wire; ideas on displays and digital photogra-
phy; plus a custom Gallery with tips & tricks.

(80-page FULL-COLOR book) $9.95
(Digital Edition) $3.95 • Ships Nov. 2013
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BRICKJOURNAL #18 
Go to Japan with articles on two JAPANESE
LEGO FAN EVENTS, plus take a look at
JAPAN’S SACRED LEGO LAND, Nasu
Highland Park—the site of the BrickFan
events and a pilgrimage site for many
Japanese LEGO fans. Also, a feature on
JAPAN’S TV CHAMPIONSHIP OF LEGO, a
look at the CLICKBRICK LEGO SHOPS in
Japan, plus how to get into TECHNIC
BUILDING, LEGO EDUCATION, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95 
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #17 
LEGO SPACE WAR issue! A STARFIGHTER
BUILDING LESSON by Peter Reid, WHY
SPACE MARINES ARE SO POPULAR by
Mark Stafford, a trip behind the scenes of
LEGO’S NEW ALIEN CONQUEST SETS that
hit store shelves earlier this year, plus
JARED K. BURKS’ column on MINIFIGURE
CUSTOMIZATION, building tips, event
reports, our step-by-step “YOU CAN
BUILD IT” INSTRUCTIONS, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95 
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #19 
LEGO EVENTS ISSUE covering our own
BRICKMAGIC FESTIVAL, BRICKWORLD,
BRICKFAIR, BRICKCON, plus other events
outside the US. There’s full event details,
plus interviews with the winners of the
BRICKMAGIC CHALLENGE competition,
complete with instructions to build award
winning models. Also JARED K. BURKS’
regular column on minifigure customizing,
building tips, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95 
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #21 
LEGO CAR BUILDING! Guest editors LINO
MARTINS and NATHAN PROUDLOVE of
LUGNuts share secrets behind their LEGO
car creations, and present TECHNIC SUPER-
CAR MODELS by PAUL BORATKO III and
other top builders! Plus custom instructions
by TIM GOULD and CHRISTOPHER DECK,
minifigure customization by JARED BURKS,
step-by-step “You Can Build It” section,
and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95 
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #22 
LEGO PLANE BUILDING! Top builder
RALPH SAVELSBERG takes off with his 
custom LEGO fighter models, there’s a
squadron of articles on Sky-Fi planes by
FRADEL GONZALES and COLE MARTIN,
find instructions to build a Sky-Fi plane,
plus our regular feature on minifigure 
customization by JARED BURKS, AFOLs by
GREG HYLAND, other step-by-step “You
Can Build It” instructions, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95 
(Digital Edition) $3.95

BRICKJOURNAL #20 
LEGO SUPERHEROES! Behind-the-scenes
of the DC and Marvel Comics sets, plus a
feature on GREG HYLAND, the artist of the
superhero comic books in each box! Also,
other superhero work by ALEX SCHRANZ
and our cover artist OLIVIER CURTO. Plus,
JARED K. BURKS’ regular column on
minifigure customization, building tips,
step-by-step “You Can Build It” instruc-
tions, and more!

(84-page FULL-COLOR magazine) $8.95 
(Digital Edition) $3.95




